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A-1
Cost Benefit of Small Automation Systems in Cell-based Laboratories.
JOSEPH BERTONCINI. Brandel Corporation, 8561 Atlas Drive, Gai-
thersburg, MD 20877. E-mail: joe@brandel.com

Automation of cell culture actives and cell-based assays not only en-
hances throughput but also reduces the time cell biologists dedicate to
repetitive activities, freeing them to more ‘‘real science’’. BRANDEL
produces cell culture systems to imitate human actions, perform labora-
tory protocols with precision, reduce contamination, and yield signifi-
cantly higher biological products (cells and assay plates). Initially devel-
oped to address the rigors of reproducibly growing high quality Caco-2
membranes for permeability screening, BRANDEL systems can also be
used with most cell lines and plate formats. Equipment ranges from small,
single-piece instruments that are manually fed to complete systems that
handle up to 504 multi-well plates. System components contain equip-
ment for automated plate coating, cell seeding, cell feeding, and ones that
can perform completely automated assays. Because BRANDEL systems
are modular, you may choose to start with a smaller system and as your
needs change, additional components can be integrated. Those who attend
this presentation will be better able to determine which type of automa-
tion might best suite their laboratory and budget, as well as learn about
the latest automation and technology advances including long-term cell
culture procedures inside a biosafety cabinet.

A-2
A Microcapillary Cytometry System for Cell-based Screening Assays.
KEITH OLSON. Guava Technologies, Inc., Hayward, CA 94545. E-mail:
info@guavatechnologies.com

Guava Technologies develops innovative microcapillary cytometry prod-
ucts for the life science market, providing intuitive bench top cell analysis
systems for fluorescence-based detection of cellular and sub-cellular
events. Utilizing laser excitation of cells passing through a microcapillary,
the systems are able to measure multiple assay parameters on thousands
of cells in a matter of seconds. The presentation will focus on the use of
our PCA-96 system for cell-based screening in drug discovery, highlight-
ing our applications for cell viability assessment, measurement of apo-
ptosis, analysis of protein expression, measurement of cell cycle pro-
gression, and detection of apoptosis.

A-3
Automating Cellular Analysis and Gene Expression. LAURA PAJAK.
Beckman Coulter, Inc., Indianapolis, IN 46268. E-mail: Laura.Pajak@
sagian.com

Much focus has been placed on what intracellular changes occur after a
physiological event such as an environmental change or drug treatment.
Cellular events monitored include alterations in gene expression which
ultimately lead to changes in cellular proteins. The affect of these changes
in gene expression on a cellular response or process is important in un-
derstanding cellular functions related to disease. Advances in chemistries
and automation have facilitated moving these analyses from the lab bench
to an automated format. Automation of applications (DNA and RNA
purification, protein expression and purification and whole cell apoptosis
assay) highlighting progression through a cellular analysis and gene ex-
pression pathway will be discussed.

A-4
Applications of Automated Cell Culture Technologies to Enhance Assay
Throughput. LINDA B. JACOBSEN. Roche Applied Science, Roche Di-
agnostics, Indianapolis, IN 46250. E-mail: Linda.Jacobsen@roche.com

Automated instruments can enhance throughput in many different cell-
based applications. Some laboratories are fully automated with robotics
performing virtually every aspect of the assay, screening ten’s of thou-
sands of samples per day. In contrast, other laboratories use bits and
pieces of automation to enhance throughput or reduce repetitive tasks.
Almost every process in an experiment can be readily automated. Ex-
amples include plating cells, transfection, dilutions, sample application,
analysis within the plate of the entire cell or its contents, removal of
culture supernatant for subsequent assay, and capping and uncapping of
bottles. Types of cell-based assays include metabolic assays, functional
assays, mRNA quantitation, ion flux assays, reporter gene assays, and
apoptosis assays. Each assay targets different end purposes such as drug
screening, target identification, ion channel analysis, pathways elucida-
tion, drug discovery, or ADMET screening. The cells used in the assays
may be either adherent or in suspension. The assay may be measuring
an endogenous target, or expression of a heterologous protein transfected
into the cell. Standard procedures can be modified to facilitate use of
automation depending upon the type of equipment available. The steps
that can be automated are influenced by whether the cells grow firmly
attached to the substratum, loosely attached, or in suspension as clumps
or individual cells. For example, the centrifugation of large numbers of
microtiter plates is not practical; alternatives must be sought or the num-
ber of samples limited. A few tasks remain difficult to automate such as
the transfer of adherent cells from each well of a 96 well plate into
another instrument for subsequent use or assay. Applications that use
different procedures will be presented.
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A-5
Biomimetic Approaches to Engineered Arteries. LAURA NIKLASON.
Departments of Biomedical Engineering and Anesthesia, Duke Univer-
sity, Durham, NC 27708. E-mail: nikla001@mc.duke.edu

Arteries in vivo are exposed to continual pulsatile radial forces, as well
as longitudinal stress. Native arteries are known to remodel in response
to changes in pressure and flow over time. These two facts have led us
to exploit biomechanical stimuli for engineered vessel culture. Utilizing
degradable polymeric scaffolds for vascular cell adhesion, we culture en-
gineered arteries under conditions of pulsatile intraluminal pressure. Our
bioreactors system mimics both the cyclic radial distension, as well as
some aspects of longitudinal tension, that are present in native arteries
during life. Using these strategies, we have shown that pulsatile radial
distension during vessel culture results in changes in extracellular matrix
across several species: bovine, porcine, and human. Specifically, fibrillar
collagen accumulation is increased in pulsatile cultures as compared to
static controls. This increase in collagen leads directly to improvements
in mechanical properties of pulsed vessels. In addition, recent evidence
shows that collagen fibrillar orientation is strongly influenced by pulsatile
culture. Indeed, the three-dimensional organization of collagen fibrils in
engineered pulsed vessels is almost exactly identical to the distribution
observed in native arteries, while non-pulsed engineered vessels have
more randomly distributed collagen. In addition, pulsatile culture affects
expression of matrix metalloproteinases. Lastly, we have observed that
pulsatile culture of cells derived from young (neonatal) animals results
in engineered arteries that have many properties mimicking native, while
culture of adult cells yields arteries of inferior quality and mechanics.
Taken together, these results show that biomimetic culture conditions,
applied to cells derived from young or developing mammals, results in
formation of vascular tissues that most closely resemble native arteries.
Implications for human vessel culture are discussed.

A-6
Tissue Engineering of Functional Cardiac Muscle. GORDANA VUN-
JAK-NOVAKOVIC. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Division of
Health Sciences and Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139. E-mail:
gordana@mit.edu

The limited ability of cardiac muscle to regenerate after myocardial in-
farction motivates studies aimed at new, curative treatment options. En-
gineered cardiac constructs may serve as grafts for myocardial repair as
well as physiologic tissue models for controlled studies of tissue devel-
opment and function. An envisioned scenario of cardiac tissue engineer-
ing involves the integrated use of reparative cells, biodegradable scaffolds
designed to provide structural and logistic templates for tissue formation,
and bioreactors designed to control the cellular environment and provide
the biophysical regulation of tissue assembly. The clinical and scientific
relevance of such in vitro systems critically depends on our ability to
direct cells to form thick, compact tissue constructs that (a) contain phys-
iologic cell density, (b) express molecular markers and ultrastructure
characteristic of native myocardium and (c) contract synchronously in
response to electrical stimulation. In an attempt to meet these objectives,
we developed advanced scaffold/bioreactor systems capable of providing
three important aspects of the actual in vivo environment: high cell den-
sity, convective-diffusive oxygen transport, and electrical stimulation.
This talk will review recent progress in cardiac tissue engineering in the
overall context of functional tissue engineering.

A-7
Autologous Chondrocyte Transplantation (Carticelt): Lessons Learned and
Future Challenges. JOHN M. MCPHERSON and Ross Tubo. Genzyme Cor-
poration, One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139. E-mail: john.
mcperhson@genzyme.com

Autologous chondrocyte transplantation (ACT) is a surgical procedure utilized
to treat articular cartilage injuries of the knee. ACT involves arthroscopically
harvesting a small cartilage biopsy specimen from a minimal weight-bearing
surface of the femoral chondyle, enzymatic isolation of chondrocytes from
the biopsy, propagation of the chondrocytes in vitro and ultimately introduc-
tion of the cells into the cartilage defect. The commercial version of ACT,
Carticelt Implant, was approved by FDA in 1997. Since its regulatory ap-
proval, more that 10,000 patients with cartilage injuries have been treated
with Carticelt. Initial clinical data in conjunction with phase IV clinical trial
and patient registry results have provided evidence for the safety and efficacy
of Carticelt. Taken together, these data indicate that ACT provides a more
durable, long lasting cartilage repair than is provided more conventional sur-
gical procedures, such as marrow stimulation techniques, that have been uti-
lized for more than 20 years to treat focal cartilage defects. Despite the proven
safety and efficacy profile of Carticelt, it has not met commercial expecta-
tions. Factors which have limited the commercial success of Carticelt include:
a) poor fit with surgeons practice (i.e. complex, time consuming procedure
requiring two surgeries); b) long rehabilitation time for treated patients; and
c) questions regarding the cost-effectiveness of the Carticelt procedure by
some reimbursement agencies. Similar problems have plagued several other
recently approved ‘‘tissue engineering’’ products during the past 5 years re-
sulting in lack of commercial success despite clinical evidence of safety and
efficacy. Given the generally disappointing track record of the field of tissue
engineering, in terms of the lack of commercial success of its products and
the demise of several well funded tissue engineering companies, it is clear
that future tissue engineering translational research needs to be focused on
more than just the safety and efficacy of product candidates.

A-8
Improving NS0 Fed-batch Culture Productivity. JOHN BURKY. Protein
Design Labs, Inc., 34801 Campus Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. E-mail:
JBurky@pdl.com

NS0 fed-batch culture productivity was improved by modifying the feed
medium composition and solubilization protocol resulting in significant
reduction in feed medium osmolality. The reduction in feed medium os-
molality allowed further fortification of the feed medium with nutrients
without adversely affecting culture osmolality. Stoichiometrically bal-
anced amino acids, along with additional supplementation of vitamins,
trace elements, and phosphate, resulted in a fed-batch culture that pro-
duces 2.2 g/L in a thirteen-day process. Additionally, this process con-
sumes 24 g/L of glucose but produces less than 0.1 g/L lactate.
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A-9
Large Scale Perfusion Process Development: Platform Technologies &
Automation. CHUN ZHANG, Cary Matanguihan, John Thrift, Rudiger
Heidermann, Klaus Joeris, and Konstantin Konstantinov. Bayer Biologi-
cal Products, Berkeley, CA 94701. E-mail: chun.zhang.b@bayer.com

With increased number of therapeutic protein candidates in the devel-
opment pipeline, there is an urgent need for higher process development
efficiency and shorter time. In addition, more effort is devoted to reduce
process variability through advanced automation. Through years of pro-
cess development in high cell density perfusion culture system, Bayer
established a set of platform technologies which span the process train
from cell banking to freezing of concentrated protein bulk. Case studies
are presented to illustrate Bayer’s development strategy and a few key
platform technologies.

A-10
Process Development Challenges for Virus Vaccines. J. MICHAEL BER-
RY. MedImmune Vaccines Inc., 319 N. Bernardo Ave., Mountain View,
CA 94043. E-mail: berryj@medimmune.com

The challenges facing Process Development Scientists working on virus
vaccines share several similarities with those faced with therapeutic pro-
teins. However, there are several aspects of virus vaccine development,
which differ significantly from therapeutic proteins. The differences are
mainly in the properties of the mammalian cell lines that have been li-
censed previously for vaccine manufacturing, the need for microcarrier
based production systems in many cases, the differences between the cell
growth phase and the virus infection phase and the challenges in devel-
oping serum-free medium formulations for such cell lines. The speaker
will demonstrate aspects of Process Development of at least two different
virus vaccine candidates, which help to show the similarities and chal-
lenges faced in bringing such vaccines into the clinic.

A-11
Production of Human Monoclonal Antibody by In Vitro Immunization.
SANETAKA SHIRAHATA, Makiko Yamashita, Yoshinori Katakura,
Tsukasa Fujiki, Takashi Tamura, Shin-ei Matsumoto, Yoshihiro Aiba, and
Kiichiro Teruya. Department of Genetic Resources Technology, Faculty
of Agriculture, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812-8581, Japan. E-mail:
sirahata@grt.kyushu-u.ac.jp

The efficient production of human monoclonal antibodies is desired for
clinical use, because murine antibodies often causes unfavorable immu-
nological reactions in the body. In the in vitro immunization (IVI) tech-
nology, human lymphocytes derived from healthy donors are first treated
with leucyl leucine methyl ester to remove suppressive immune cells.
The lymphocytes are then in vitro immunized with antigen in the presence
of IL-2, IL-4 and muranyl dipeptide as an adjuvant. After confirmation
of the production of antigen-specific antibodies, cDNAs of variable region
of antibody genes derived from in vitro immunized B-lymphocytes are
amplified by RT-PCR method to construct single chain antibodies and a
phage display library. After screening of antibody genes specific to an-
tigen, the variable genes of antibody are inserted into expression vectors
of human IgM, IgG and IgE antibodies and introduced into high produc-
tive CHO cell lines in which the CMV promoter is activated by the ras
oncogene. The IVI was optimized against various allergens by changing
the concentrations of IL-2 and IL-4. IL-10 and CpG oligdeoxynucleotides
were found to improve the efficiency of IVI. The IVI technology was
also applied for production of human monoclonal antibodies specific to
peptides.

A-12
Production of Antibody by Transgenic Chicken. SHINJI IIJIMA, Mas-
amichi Kamihira, and Ken-ichi Nishijima. Department of Biotechnology,
Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya, 464-8603,
Japan. E-mail: iijima@proc.nubio.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Transgenic livestock have been used for the production of recombinant
proteins as transgenic bioreactors. In the past decade, many proteins have
been expressed in the milk of transgenic livestock species such as cow,
goat, sheep and pig, and some of them were produced at commercially
feasible levels (. 1 mg/ml). Up to now, the only successful transgenic
bioreactors have been mammals. However, avian species would make an
excellent transgenic bioreactor for the production of proteins in eggs,
since they have a short sexual maturation, require a relatively small space
for breeding, and have high productivity of egg proteins. In recent years,
vesicular stomatitis virus G protein (VSV-G) has been often used for the
pseudotyping of retroviral. Here, we report the generation of transgenic
quails using a VSV-G pseudotyped replication-defective retroviral vector.
We also found that human antibody injected to chicken accumulated in
egg yolk. However, antibody was digested by a protease just beside Fc.
We identified amino acid sequence of this site. By changing the sequence
by genetic engineering technique, intact antibody without protease diges-
tion can be accumulated in the yolk.
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A-13
Antibody Selection and Production System Using a Mammalian Cell
Line. TERUYUKI NAGAMUNE. Department of Chemistry and Bio-
technology, Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo,
Tokyo 113-8656, Japan. E-mail: nagamune@bio.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

A high-throughput system to select and produce antibodies with high
affinity to each antigen is necessary to develop an antibody chip for
proteomics and diagnosis. However, antibody selection and production
steps have been rather discontinuous in conventional methods, where af-
ter the selection step, additional steps including cell fusion or reconstruc-
tion of an expression system are required to establish antibody producers.
In this study, we propose a novel method to select and produce antibodies
with continuous steps in the same cell. Previously, we have already dem-
onstrated the ‘selection’ step, where an antibody/gp130 chimera whose
extracellular domain was composed of single-chain Fv region of anti-
fluorescein (Fl) antibody and erythropoietin receptor D2 domain trans-
duced a growth signal in response to Fl-conjugated BSA (BSA-Fl) in IL-
3-dependent Ba/F3 cells. We here modify the expression vector for the
chimeric receptor by introducing two loxP sites to enable ScFv ‘produc-
tion’ by addition of Cre recombinase. The loxP sites are located so that
recombination results in deletion of receptor gene and secretion of His-
myc-tagged ScFv to the culture medium. When the constructed vector
(pMX-ScFv-loxP-gp130-IRES-EGFP-loxP-Hismyc) was transfected into
Ba/F3 cells, BSA-Fl induced selective expansion of EGFP-positive cells.
After the selected cells were re-infected with a Cre-expression vector, the
EGFP-negative population secreted Hismyc-tagged ScFv in the culture
medium. Therefore, our approach might be promising for high-throughput
screening/production of high-affinity ScFvs by using a randomized anti-
body library.

A-14
Engineering Host Cells to Maximize Effector Function of Produced An-
tibodies by Controlling the Oligosaccharide Structure. MITSUO SATOH,
Naoko Yamane-Ohnuki, Katsuhiro Mori, Harue Imai, Reiko Kuni-Ka-
mochi, Kazuya Yamano, Yutaka Kanda, Satoko Kinoshita, Shigeru Iida,
Ryosuke Nakano, Machi Kusunoki, Miho Inoue-Urakubo, Kazuhisa Uch-
ida, and Kenya Shitara. Tokyo Research Laboratories, Kyowa Hakko Ko-
gyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo 194-8533, Japan. E-mail: msatoh@kyowa.co.jp

In therapeutic monoclonal antibody, we focused on the most important
carbohydrate structure ‘‘fucose residues attached to the innermost
GlcNAc residue of N-linked oligosaccharides via alpha-1,6 linkage’’ (J.
Biol. Chem. 277: 26733 (2002), J. Biol. Chem. 278: 3466 (2003)), and
succeeded in removing the alpha-1,6 fucose in antibody-producing Chi-
nese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line to enhance antibody-dependent cel-
lular cytotoxicity (ADCC). Approaches for loss of function against FUT8
(alpha-1,6 fucosyltransferase gene) were employed for engineering CHO
cell lines. Antibodies produced by the engineered CHO cell lines strongly
bound to human Fc gamma receptor IIIa (Fc gamma RIIIa) and showed
over two orders of magnitude higher ADCC than antibodies produced by
parental cell lines without changing antigen-binding and complement-
dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). Moreover, the engineered cell line remain
stable, producing defucosylated antibody with fixed quality and efficacy
even in serum-free fed-batch culture. Thus, our approaches provide new
strategies for controlling the glycosylation profile of therapeutic recom-
binant proteins and could be a considerable advantage for the manufacture
of glycoprotein therapeutics, especially antibodies.

A-15
Production of Human Antibodies in TransChromo Animals.. H. TSU-
MURA. R & D Center, Production Department, Pharmaceutical Division,
KIRIN Brewery Co., Ltd. 100-1 Hagiwara, Takasaki, Gunma 370-2101,
Japan. E-mail: htsumura@kirin.co.jp

We have developed TransChromo (TC) technology, which enables the
introduction of megabase sized segments of DNA into cells. We have
used this technology to derive mice that carry megases of human DNA
by the use of a human chromosome fragment (HCF) as a vector. TC
technology has been applied to the construction of the TC Mousey,
which incorporates entire human immunoglobulin (hIg) loci. TC Mousey
expresses a fully diverse repertoire of hIgs, including all the subclasses
of IgGs (IgG1-G4). Immunization of the TC Mousey with various human
antigens produced antibody responses comprised of human antibodies.
Furthermore, it was possible to obtain hybridoma clones expressing fully
human antibodies specific for the target human antigen.
This presentation will address generation of TransChromo animals, use
of them for the development of antibody therapeutics and production of
recombinant human monoclonal antibody in CHO cells.

A-16
Germ-line Competent Zebrafish ES Cell Cultures. P. COLLODI, L. Fan,
and J. Crodian. Department of Animal Sciences, Purude University, West
Lafayette, IN 47907. E-mail: pcollodi@purdue.edu

Due to its many favorable characteristics, the zebrafish is an ideal model
for genetic studies of embryo development and human disease. Despite
these advantages, one defiency of the zebrafish model is the absence of
methods for targeted mutagenesis and the production of knockouts. In
mice, gene knockouts have been available for several years and have
provided a valuable approach to the study of gene function. Similar gene
targeting technology has not been available in other species due to the
lack of suitable ES cell lines. To address this problem, we have developed
methods for the derivation of zebrafish ES cell cultures that remain plu-
ripotent and germ-line competent for several weeks and multiple passages
in vitro. A key component of the culture system is the use of a feeder
layer of rainbow trout spleen cells (RTS34st). The spleen cells are re-
sponsible for maintaining the zebrafish ES cell cultures in a germ-line
competent condition. Zebrafish ES cells grown on the RTS34st feeder
layer and introduced into host embryos contribute to multiple tissues of
the host including the germ-cell lineage. Detection of germ-line chimeras
was enhanced through the use of ES cells that express fluorescent markers
constitutively or specifically in the primordial germ cells of the host em-
bryo. The ES cell cultures incorporate vector DNA in a targeted fashion
by homologous recombination and a selection system has been developed
using visual marker genes to rapidly identify and isolate colonies pos-
sessing the targeted mutation. To establish gene targeting methods, we
are working to use the zebrafish ES cell cultures to target the disruption
of the zebrafish no tail gene (ntl) producing a knockout that possesses an
obvious and well-characterized mutant phenotype. The ES cell cultures
should form the basis of a gene targeting system that will enhance the
utility of the zebrafish model for studies of gene function.
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A-18
A Genetic Screen for Mutations Affecting Organogenesis and Fin Regeneration,
and Large-scale Analysis of the Genes Involved in Fin Regeneration in the
Medaka. A. KUDO. Department of Biological Information, Tokyo Institute of
Technology, Yokohama 226-8501, Japan. E-mail: akudo@bio.titech.ac.jp

We have screened for mutants defective in organogenesis and fin regeneration
in the medaka, Oryzias latipes. Males were mutagenized with ethylnitrosourea
(ENU), and we identified mutants that were defective in the development of
blood cells and various organs, including heart, ear, and fins. In addition,
larvae were stained with alizarin red to examine the bone patterning. A total
of 386 mutagenized genomes were scored to identify 151 mutations affecting
organogenesis, and some mutants exhibited a unique phenotype that has not
been described in zebrafish. Furthermore, F3 progeny from the crosses were
pooled and allowed to grow to adulthood, and their caudal fins were ampu-
tated to examine the regeneration. By scoring 211 families, 16 mutations
affecting fin regeneration were identified. Medaka is an attractive model to
study epimorphic regeneration. Fin has remarkable regenerative capacity, and
is replaced about 14 days after amputation. Blastema is a mass of undiffer-
entiated cells responsible for regeneration. While blastema formation is es-
sential for regeneration, the molecular mechanisms are incompletely defined.
To identify the genes required for fin regeneration, especially for blastema
formation, we constructed cDNA libraries of fin regenerates at 3 days and 10
days post amputation. Total 16,596 expression sequence tags (ESTs) were
sequenced and subjected to BLASTX analysis. The result revealed that about
60% of them showed strong matches to known molecules including major
signaling molecules in development like FGF, BMP, Wnt, Notch/Delta and
Ephrin/Eph. The cDNA microarray was generated based on 3,000 independent
ESTs that have no sequence similarities to known proteins for isolation of
novel genes which showed specific expressions during fin regeneration. As a
result of gene expression pattern screening by competitive hybridization anal-
yses and RNA in situ hybridization, we obtained 6 candidate genes associated
with blastema formation. These results will provide insights and facilitate the
elucidation of molecular mechanisms in fin regeneration.

A-20
Quality Control in the Tissue Culture Laboratory. R. IAN FRESHNEY.
Department of Medical Oncology, Cancer Research UK, Beatson Labo-
ratories, University of Glasgow, Scotland, UK. E-mail: I.Freshney@
ntlworld.com

Tissue culture is no longer the field solely of the specialist with a specific
interest in how to cultivate cells and tissues in vitro. The undoubted
success of the technology has drawn into it many people for whom it is
not their prime interest. Increasingly tissue culture, or more precisely cell
culture, has become a tool within a wide range of disciplines from fun-
damental research in molecular genetics to commercial scale production
of biopharmaceuticals. This brings in many people whose skills are pri-
marily in other techniques and who may need reminding of the quality
control procedures that are required to ensure that well-established tech-
niques remain reliable and reproducible. The issues of viral contamina-
tion, cell line misidentification and cross-contamination with be dealt with
by other speakers in this symposium so I will concentrate on some of
the more basic issues, which are frequently ignored, such as selection
and sourcing of media and reagents, recording and analysing the perfor-
mance of primary cultures and propagated cell lines, monitoring for con-
tamination in antibiotic-free conditions, layout and maintenance of tissue
culture facilities and equipment, and the correct approach to the training
of new staff. There is still a wide gap between what should be done to
ensure a reproducible outcome, and what is actually done, even with the
best of intentions. Narrowing this gap can be facilitated by making the
application of quality control measures simple and routine, incorporating,
where possible, those procedures that are already in use in the laboratory.

A-21
Viral Contamination in Cell Culture: An Occupational Hazard. GLYN
STACEY. Division of Cell Biology and Imaging, National Institute for
Biological Standards and Control, South Mimms, Herts, UK. E-mail:
gstacey@nibsc.ac.uk

Often those working with cell lines assume that cell lines not showing
obvious cytopathic viral effects are virus free but, unfortunately, this is
not always the case. In addition, for certain materials of animal origin
the potential presence of viruses is not a matter of common concern and
in many cases there does not appear to be any adverse effect on cell
cultures due to contamination of culture reagents. These common as-
sumptions made by many cell culturists are due to the absence of evi-
dence for overt effects of adventitious viruses in cell lines but in addition
are also too often due to a lack of awareness of potential viral contami-
nation. From the typical history of use for most cell lines it is generally
considered that cell lines are safe to use from a microbiological perspec-
tive and are not usually subject to deleterious influences by viral contam-
ination. However, this is increasingly untenable in circumstances in which
safety of laboratory workers must be supported by robust risk assessments
and where an expanding range of biomedical products, including cell
cultures themselves are being developed and applied under the auspices
of evidence-based medicine. This presentation will explore some of the
historical lessons that have been learned regarding the risks of viral con-
tamination in animal cells, the prevalence of virus contamination in cell
cultures and the implication of this for laboratory work and product safe-
ty. In addition some approaches for avoiding and dealing with adventi-
tious viruses will be discussed.

A-22
Cryopreservation: Strategies to Avoid Contamination. JOHN G. BAUST
and Robert Van Buskirk. Inst. Biomedical Technology, State University
of New York, Binghamton, NY 13903. E-mail: jgbaust@binghamton.edu

The issue of intrinsic and extrinsic-dependent contamination of cryopre-
served cells and tissues (biologics) has gained attention due to recent
experiences with recipient (patient) infections linked to donor pathology,
concern over animal-derived products finding their way into the clinical
arena and the common practice of adding toxic/mutagenic agents to the
preservation medium. While each of these paths would appear to repre-
sent a separate line of challenge, it is now common practice when cryo-
preserving a biologic for ultimate human injection/transplant to unsus-
pectingly create a chain of contamination linking these problem sources.
Typically, human biologics are cryopreserved in a cocktail containing
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (5 - 15%) (a toxic, mutagenic membrane
permeabilizing agent), often bovine fetal calf serum (5 - 60%) and either
simultaneous or prior treatment with antibiotics. This process has re-
mained relatively unchanged for nearly forty years and was considered
an acceptable, standard practice since human biologics with the exception
of limited tissue and organ transplant were used for research purposes.
Today, however, the rapid growth of cell-based therapies and regenerative
medicine has led to a growing need for cryopreservation processes com-
patible with direct injection/transplant of the biologic into the recipient.
Accordingly, there is an urgency in developing defined preservation me-
dia that are DMSO-free. This presentation will detail the scope of the
problem and review recent developmental advances that promise to si-
multaneously reduce the extrinsic bioburden placed on cryopreserved hu-
man biologics.
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A-23
Cross Culture Contamination of Culture Cell Lines in Japan: JCRB Case
Report and the Use of DNA Profiling for the Sample Control Frame. H.
Mizusawa, H. Tanabe, Y. Takada, M. Kurematsu*, M. Hojoh, R. Yasuda,
and T. MASUI. Cellbank (Japanese Collection of Research Biologicals),
the Department of Genetics and Mutagenesis, The National Institute of
Health Sciences (Japan), and *Japan Health Sciences Foundation. E-mail:
mizusawa@nihs.go.jp

JCRB cellbank introduced and developed our DNA profiling system in
1999 based on a multiplex PCR system developed by Promega. Since
then we have screened 524 different batches of initial cultures. Amongst
these, we identified 24 cell lines that were cross contaminated. We have
been using cytogenetic analysis and multiplex PCR system. Currently we
are using the PCR system for its convenience and digital nature. HeLa
cells are the most frequent sources of contamination, 7 out of 24. Eighteen
contaminations have probably found their causes in the operations in
Japan. In 3 cases we could recover from contaminated cultures. However,
without references of the original donor, the recovery remains theoretical.
We will present interesting cases among them and our standard procedure
for the authenticity control. We are facing the difficult issues relating
DNA profiling information sharing and the use of its for more general
authenticity control issues in human materials. I would like to share the
uneasiness using DNA profiling information for scientific purposes. Es-
pecially, if we would face the quality control issues of DNA materials
for large genome projects, we may have to develop some policy on the
data control and initiative in the area relating to forensic medicine and
judiciary activities. We will present agonizing problems in relating to this
issue.

A-24
The Role of Cell Banks in Tissue Culture Quality Control. Y. A. REID.
Cell Biology Program, ATCC, Manassas, VA. E-mail: yreid@atcc.org

A major responsibility of a Biological Resource Center (BRC) or Cell
Bank is to function as a repository of biological material, data, infor-
mation, and knowledge that are all essential for Research and Develop-
ment (R&D) in the life sciences and biotechnology industries. The pri-
mary role of the BRC is to maintain the highest quality and value of its
holdings by careful management and systematic implementation of strin-
gent quality control and quality assurance procedures. The repository ac-
tivities of the ATCC include, acquisition, authentication, preservation,
production, distribution, and development (AAPPDD activity) of various
types of biological material including cell lines. Cell line characterization
and authentication are crucial AAPPDD activities and are the most under
appreciated tasks facing the research scientist. Cell lines are used in di-
verse disciplines such as basic cell biology, genetic mapping, gene ex-
pression, and gene therapy. The validity of conclusions drawn from these
research activities demand that consistent and unequivocal verification of
cell line identity and function are precise. Accurate cell line authentica-
tion requires a comprehensive strategy which employs multiple comple-
mentary technologies, which include, testing for microbial contamina-
tions (bacteria, fungi, virus); tests for cellular cross-contamination or mis-
identification; as well as tests for gene and protein expressions. An over-
view of the currently available cell line quality control procedures will
be presented.
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Human Cell Cross-contamination Since 1983. JOHN R. MASTERS. University
College London, 67 Riding House Street, London W1W 7EJ, UK. E-mail:
j.masters@ucl.ac.uk

Walter Nelson-Rees pioneered new methods of cell authentication and publicised
the problems associated with both inter and intraspecies cross-contamination of cell
lines (Nelson-Rees et al, Science 212: 446-452, 1981). One of his legacies to sci-
ence was that every cell line should be suspected to be a HeLa cross-contaminant
until proven otherwise. But since 1983 cross-contamination has had little publicity.
Now, cross-contamination with HeLa cells is widespread. Intraspecies cross-con-
tamination by HeLa cells was shown first by Stanley Gartler (Natl Cancer Inst
Monogr 26: 167-195, 1967). Eighteen continuous cell lines were provided by the
ATCC, commercial sources and individual investigators. The cell lines were be-
lieved to be derived from a variety of tissues, and were studied using genetic
markers to demonstrate their origins from different individuals. However, the cell
lines were identical and it was concluded that all were probably HeLa cells. It is
therefore surprising that some of these cell lines, such as KB, Hep2, Chang liver,
WISH, AV3 and intestine 407 are still being used as models for oral cancer, re-
spiratory epithelium, normal liver, normal amnion and intestinal epithelium. It has
been unequivocally proven using many methods that all these cell lines are HeLa
cells, derived from a glandular cancer of the cervix. There is no evidence that any
one of them gained any heritable characteristics from the tissue from which they
were mistakenly claimed to be derived. Medline searches indicate that hundreds of
papers are being published each year in high impact journals using these cell lines,
but less than 10% of the papers reveal that the model system being used is HeLa.
The problem of cross-contamination has spread to many cell lines other than HeLa.
A survey by the German cell bank indicated that of the ‘‘novel’’ cell lines tested,
42/252 (18%) were cross-contaminated with a known cell line (MacLeod et al, Int
J Cancer 83: 555-563, 1999). Although HeLa was still the most frequent individual
cross-contaminant, the majority of cases were due to cell lines other than Hela
cells. Cross-contamination can be detected by DNA profiling, a method that is
routine, commercially available (eg LGC, Teddington, UK) and inexpensive (Mas-
ters et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci 98: 8012-8017, 2001). Every cell line in every
publication could be authenticated using DNA profiling.
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Lack of Awareness and Prevention of Cell Line Cross-contamination Among
Mammalian Cell Culturists. G. C. BUEHRING1, E. Eby1, and M. J. Eby2.
1School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 and
2PhorTech International, San Carlos, CA 94070. E-mail: buehring@uclink4.
berkeley.edu

In 1951, HeLa cells were established as the first human cell line; they became
one of the most frequently used lines due to their hardiness and rapid growth
rate. During the next two decades, the development of other human cell lines
mushroomed. One of the reasons for this became apparent during the 1970s,
when it was demonstrated that many of these cell lines were HeLa contami-
nants. Fast growing HeLa cells had apparently been introduced inadvertently
into other cell lines and had overgrown and replaced the original cultures.
Although this discovery prompted immediate heightened awareness of the
problem, how aware are cell culturists today of the threat of cell line cross-
contamination? Do they know which cell lines have been proven to be HeLa
contaminants? This study was undertaken to answer these questions. An In-
ternet survey was completed by 483 mammalian cell culturists, self-selected
in response to a marketing research company’s invitation to participate. Re-
spondents included graduate students, staff, and scientists in 48 countries on
six continents. HeLa cells were being used by 32% of the respondents. Most
were also using other cell lines, yet only about a third of these were testing
the lines regularly or even occasionally for cell identity. HeLa contaminant
cell lines were being used by 9% of the respondents. Some were using a
contaminant line as a model of the tissue type the cell line originated from
and were not aware it was actually HeLa cells. Of all the cell lines used by
all the respondents, 35% had been obtained from another laboratory instead
of from a repository, thus increasing the risk of their false identity. Overall,
the results of this study indicate a lack of vigilance in cell acquisition and
cell identity testing. A small percentage of users are still using HeLa contam-
inant cell lines without awareness of their true identity.
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Good Cell Culture Practices. S. COECKE, M. Balls, J. Davis, G. Gstraunthaler, T. Hartung, R.
Hay, O. W. Merten, L. Schechtman, G. Stacey, and W. Stokes. European Centre for the Validation
of Alternative Methods, Institute for Health and Consumer Protection, European Commission Joint
Research Centre, Ispra (VA), Italy. E-mail: sandra.coecke@jrc.it

The maintenance of high standards is fundamental to all good scientific practice, and is essential
for ensuring the reproducibility, reliability, credibility, acceptance and proper application of any
results produced. The aim of this Good Cell Culture Practice (GCCP) initiative is to reduce un-
certainty in the development and application of cell and tissue culture procedures, by encouraging
the establishment of a guidance document for the greater international harmonisation, rationalisation
and standardisation of cell and tissue culture laboratory practices, quality control systems, safety
procedures, recording, reporting and application of ethical laws and regulations linked, where ap-
propriate, to the application of the principles of Good Laboratory Practice (GLP), as recently
interpreted for in vitro studies (OECD, 2004). The ECVAM Task Force on GCCP was established
in response to proposals made at a workshop on the standardisation of cell culture procedures, held
during the Third World Congress on Alternatives and Animal Use in the Life Sciences (Bologna,
Italy, 29 August–2 September 1999). In a subsequent plenary session, the Congress participants as
a whole endorsed the following statement: ‘‘The participants in the Third World Congress on
Alternatives and Animal Use in the Life Sciences call on the scientific community to develop
guidelines defining minimum standards in cell and tissue culture, to be called Good Cell Culture
Practice (GCCP), analogous to the OECD Principles of Good Laboratory Practice (GLP), which
cannot normally be fully implemented in basic research.’’ Such guidelines should facilitate the
interlaboratory comparability of in vitro results. One of the intentions of the guidelines is to en-
courage journals in the life sciences to adopt these guidelines as a condition for the publication of
work involving cell and tissue culture. These guidelines should be reviewed and updated at further
World Congresses related to cell and tissue culture work’’. These initiatives resulted from recog-
nition of the rapidly expanding use of in vitro systems, not only in basic research, but also to meet
regulatory requirements for chemicals and products of various kinds. After carrying out an exten-
sive review of the draft guidance document by a wide range of experts, the intention of the ultimate
guidelines will be to foster a consensus among all concerned with the use of cell and tissue culture
systems, in order to assist scienctists invovled in research, testing, biotechnology, bioreactor pro-
duction and clinical applications, to establish and maintain best laboratory practices, to promote
effective quality control systems, to facilitate education and training, to support journal editors and
editorial boards, to assist research funding bodies, and to help any authorities who need to interpret
and apply conclusions based on in vitro data.
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Development and Application of In Vitro Assays to Predict Human Re-
sponse. E. ELMORE. Department of Radiation Oncology and Chao Fam-
ily Comprehensive Cancer Center, University of California Irvine, CA
92697. E-mail: eelmore@uci.edu

Extrapolation of in vitro response data to humans has been difficult due
to the lack of direct evidence that in vitro assays were responsive at
concentrations achievable in humans and the lack of metabolism in cell
culture relative to that found in vivo. Over the past few years, we have
developed in vitro assays that utilize human cells to identify efficacy for
cancer prevention as well as predicting tissue specific toxicity. By incor-
porating specific information regarding the in vivo endpoints, the expo-
sure models, and tissue specific information into the development process,
we have been able to develop models that predict in vivo response. While
our goal was to predict human reponses, our assays have predicted animal
and human responses at relevant concentrations for humans. We will pre-
sent examples of our data and discuss the basic development process for
the various assay systems as general examples of principles necessary for
assay validation. The topcs will include: undersatnding the in vivo end-
point to be predicted; selection of the appropriate in vitro system, cell
type, tissue source, species; selection of appropriate treatment (dosing)
models, agent concentration; endpoint selection and relevance to in vivo;
methods for correlating in vitro data to human response; and understand-
ing the limitations of the assay.
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Stabilization of Cells in the Dry State by Trehalose. JOHN H. CROWE
and Fern Tablin. Center for Biostabilization, University of California,
Davis, Davis, CA 95616. E-mail: jhcrowe@ucdavis.edu

Trehalose is a disaccharide of glucose, commonly found in organisms
that survive complete dehydration. This molecule is capable of stabilizing
membranes, proteins and DNA in the dry state. We have developed meth-
ods to stabillize platelets and nucleated cells using trehalose. Platelets,
currently stored at 228C for only 5 days by Federal Regulation can be
freeze-dried successfully with approximately 90% recovery and a shelf
life in the dry state of over two years. These freeze-dried rehydrated cells
respond normally to a wide variety of agonists including but not limited
to: thrombin, ristocetin, ADP and epinephrine. Further, they are able to
regulate their intracellular pH and generate a rise in intracellular calcium
upon agonist stimulation. In order to achieve these results, it was nec-
essary to introduce trehalose into the cytoplasm. We discovered a simple
mechanism for doing so involving fluid phase endocytosis. The survival
of trehalose in this pathway is dependent upon its uptake by endosomes
and its stability at the low pH found in the secondary lysosomes. More
recnetly, we have found that the same pathway can be used to introduce
trehalose into nucleated cells. We have vacuum dried these cells down to
water contents 0.2 gm water/gm dry weight with excellent survival. Vac-
uum dried rehydrated cells are able to replicate and form colonies as well
as demonstrate an active metabolism as analyzed by Alamar Blue reduc-
tion. Survival and subsequent growth and metabolism are enhanced sig-
nificantly by transfection with the gene for a small stress protein p26,
found in an organism that survives drying (Artemia). These transfected
cells can be dried to water contents as low as 0.13 gm water/gm dry
weight. This work is supported by grants from DARPA and NIH.
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Engineering Challenges in Tissue Preservation. Bumsoo Han and JOHN C.
BISCHOF. University of Minnesota, Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, Biomedical Engineering and Urology, 111 Church St. SE, Minneapolis,
MN 55455. E-mail: bischof@tc.umn.edu

Preserving native and engineered tissues for long periods without losing
biological function is an important and challenging problem in biomedicine.
Preservation is necessary to ensure an adequate supply of both native and
engineered tissues for transplantation or other use. However, currently avail-
able preservation techniques have storage limitations, which leave a gap
between supply and demand for these tissues. Improved preservation tech-
niques would more effective storage and banking as well as safe transpor-
tation of native/engineered tissues, and provide off-the-shelf availability of
tissue-engineered products to surgeons for implantation. Several preserva-
tion methods have been developed and are used currently—hypothermic
preservation, cyropreservation, and vitrification. In addition, freeze-drying
may play a role for some tissue preservation approaches in the future al-
though many challenges remain. Hypothermic preservation is currently em-
ployed as the primary clinical organ preservation technique, but the storage
time limit is usually measured in hours. Cryopreservation and vitrification
use cooling (with or without phase change) to very low temperatures in the
presence of high concentrations of cryoprotective chemical agents (CPAs)
for preserving tissues. Even though these cryogenic techniques provide lon-
ger preservation time than hypothermic preservation, they can induce freez-
ing injuries in tissue due to ice-formation within cellular or extracellular
spaces, and/or by the addition and removal of high concentrations of CPAs.
In this review, challenges in tissue preservation and corresponding engi-
neering efforts to address them are reviewed. These include: 1) biophysics
and mass transfer during CPA loading/unloading, and freezing/thawing; 2)
heat transfer including phase change behavior and thermal properties of
tissues in the presence of CPAs, and heat transfer models during preserva-
tion; and 3) changes in mechanical properties of tissues after preservation.
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Molecular Advances in Cryopreservation: Enhanced Efficacy Through the
Modulation of Cell Death Cascades. JOHN BAUST. Institute of Biomedical
Technology, State University of New York, Binghamton, NY, 13902 and
Cell Preservation Services, Inc., Owego, NY 13827. E-mail: jmb53@
binghamton.edu
The study of biolic cryopreservation has had a long and successful history
dating back to Polge, Smith and Parks (1949) first published report on the
cryopreservation of bovine and avian spermatozoa. Since that time, ad-
vances in our knowledge base, and hence ability to cryopreserve cells, have
been significant and have led to widespread integration of biologic cryo-
preservation in systems of academic, clinical and agricultural utility. With
the recent explosion in the developmental activities focused on complex
biologics for utilization in cellular transplantation and therapy, tissue en-
gineering, etc., the need for preservation of these complex and sensitive
biologics has reached a critical point. Due in part to the diversity of post-
freeze responses of individual cells, standard crypreservation methodolo-
gies, which are often non-optimal in more complex cell systems, have
resulted in a ‘‘bottleneck’’ in applications related to banking and distribu-
tion of these new therapeutic technologies. In an effort to overcome this
developing bottleneck, we have turned our attention to an investigation of
the cellular-molecular responses of the biologics to and following the pres-
ervation process. These studies have identified diverse molecular-based,
cellular responses to cryopreservation and have further demonstrated the
significant improvement in cell survival through the modulation of these
molecular events. These discoveries have led to the development of new
approaches and series of low temperature preservation solution technolo-
gies, which facilitates enhanced cryopresrvation efficacy of complex bio-
logics. This presentation will discuss the mechanisms of cell death asso-
ciated with cryopreservation failure, focusing on the various identified
pathways, initiation factors, and modulation points critical to cell survival
and the continued advancement in cryopreservation methodologies required
for the processing of complex biologics.




